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Abstract: Error-based learning theories of language acquisition are highly influential in language 6 
development research, yet the predictive learning mechanism they propose has proven difficult to 7 
test experimentally. Prime surprisal– the observation that structural priming is stronger following 8 
more surprising primes – has emerged as a promising methodology for resolving this issue, as it 9 
tests a key prediction of error-based learning theories: that surprising input leads to increased struc- 10 
ture repetition as well as learning. However, as prime surprisal is a relatively new paradigm, it is 11 
worth evaluating how far this promise has been fulfilled. We have conducted a systemic review of 12 
PS studies to assess the strengths and limitations of existing approaches, with 13 contributions se- 13 
lected out of 66 search results. We found that alongside inconsistency in statistical power and how 14 
the level of surprisal is measured, the limited scope of current results cast doubt on whether PS can 15 
be used as a general tool to assess error-based learning. We suggest two key directions for future 16 
research. Firstly, targeting the scope of the prime surprisal effect itself with reliable statistical power 17 
and appropriate surprisal measurements, across a greater variety of languages and grammatical 18 
structures. Secondly, using the prime surprisal method as a tool to assess the scope of an error-based 19 
learning mechanism utilizing conditions in which prime surprisal has been reliably established. 20 

Keywords: prime surprisal; error-based learning; linguistic prediction; syntactic priming; systemic 21 
review; language acquisition 22 
 23 

1. Introduction 24 

Since the first investigations of prime surprisal (PS), this paradigm has held the promise 25 
of shedding light on prediction’s role in language processing and, crucially, language 26 
development (e.g., Bernolet & Hartsuiker, 2010; Jaeger & Snider, 2008). The PS effect 27 
shows that surprising structures are repeated more often than predictable ones and it 28 
offers a distinctive tool for exploring prediction's role in language processing and 29 
learning. Linguistic predictions are notoriously difficult to target experimentally. Rather 30 
than assessing reactions to the critical linguistic stimulus, they require the measurement 31 
of cognitive processes that start before the stimulus appears. Targeting the role of lin- 32 
guistic predictions is however crucial, as they are theorised to play a fundamental role in 33 
language learning (see e.g., Chang, Dell & Bock, 2006; Rabagliati, Gambi & Pickering, 34 
2016). As such PS-based studies have already led to significant advances in our under- 35 
standing of prediction’s role in language acquisition (e.g., [Omitted for peer-review]; 36 
Jaeger & Snider, 2013; Peter, Chang, Pine, Blything & Rowland, 2015). Yet at the same 37 
time, much remains unknown or unclear, and important issues regarding our under- 38 
standing and use of PS in prediction research are still to be resolved. 39 

Prediction – the ability to anticipate upcoming events – is widely studied in relation to 40 
many aspects of human life. It underpins our ability to do various activities from play- 41 
ing music to participating in a volleyball match (see e.g., Novembre and Keller,2011; 42 
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Urgesi, Savonitto, Fabbro and Aglioti,2012). Predictive processes are therefore a widely 43 
studied phenomenon across many branches of cognitive science, and the language sci- 44 
ences are no exception (see e.g. Ryskin and Nieuwland, 2023). Pre-activating upcoming 45 
language might aid communication in several ways. For instance, by anticipating what 46 
our conversational partner will say next, we can start planning our own response ahead 47 
of time. This in turn leads to swift turn-taking and smooth dialogues (e.g., Magyari, Bas- 48 
tiansen, de Ruiter & Levinson, 2014). 49 

Of all the roles that prediction might play in communication, perhaps the most interest- 50 
ing possibility is that it is key to acquiring language in the first place. Error-based theo- 51 
ries (e.g., Chang, Dell & Bock, 2006; Ramscar, Dye, & McCauley, 2013) suggest that lan- 52 
guage learners continuously predict the next word while listening to others talk. They 53 
then compare their own predictions to upcoming words and update their linguistic 54 
knowledge based on any potential differences. Error-based learning (EBL) theories have 55 
gained wide support due to their large explanatory power and the clear, computation- 56 
ally replicable account they provide (Chang, Dell & Bock, 2006; Peter & Rowland, 2019).  57 

Given EBL theories’ strong focus on how previous linguistic input affects subsequent 58 
language use, the structural priming paradigm was a logical starting point to target 59 
these accounts. Priming studies typically include linguistic structures that can alternate 60 
between different forms that have similar meanings. English structural priming studies 61 
(the language most often used in this line of research) commonly feature dative or tran- 62 
sitive structures (see Mahowald, James, Futrell and Gibson (2016) for a meta-analysis of 63 
syntactic priming in language production). The goal of such studies is to assess whether 64 
participants are more likely to repeat previously-processed linguistic structures as op- 65 
posed to using the alternative form (e.g. Bock, 1986; Messenger, Branigan, McLean & 66 
Sorace, 2012). For instance, in a dative priming study, a structural priming effect would 67 
show that participants were more likely to reuse the double object dative (DOD) after 68 
processing a DOD than after a prepositional dative (PD). The structural priming effect is 69 
now well established (Mahowald et al., 2016), and is, in itself, a source of support for 70 
EBL accounts. Priming studies demonstrate that previous linguistic input shapes subse- 71 
quent language use, a premise which is central to error-based theories. However, struc- 72 
tural priming by itself does not target the role of surprisal, which limits the extent to 73 
which the paradigm is suited to further assessing EBL theories. 74 

By comparing priming with more- or less-frequent primes, other studies found addi- 75 
tional support for EBL theories in the form of enhanced priming after more surprising 76 
structures. This inverse frequency effect has been observed in various modalities, such 77 
as morphological (Moder, 1992) as well as semantic priming (see e.g. Goldinger et al., 78 
1989) and inhibitory phonological priming (e.g., Luce et al., 2000 or see Kapatsinski, 79 
2006, 2007, for a review). Crucially for this work, the inverse frequency effect has also 80 
been observed in syntactic priming, showing that overall less-frequent syntactic struc- 81 
tures, such as passive sentences, tend to prime more strongly than more-frequent active 82 
structures (Bock, 1986, Ferreira, 2003). However, while the inverse frequency effect is in 83 
itself supportive of EBL theories, it still does not consider a key element for these theo- 84 
ries: the role of the immediate linguistic context (Jaeger & Snider, 2008, 2013). 85 

The PS paradigm takes the evaluation of EBL theories a step further by assessing how 86 
the prime structure’s surrounding context influences the size of the priming effect. These 87 
studies typically rely on the observation that each verb is more likely to appear with one 88 
of the possible sentence structures than the alternative one (e.g., Bernolet & Hartsuiker, 89 
2010; Peter et al., 2015). For instance, when considering the dative structure overall, the 90 
DOD variant is more frequent in adult language use (British National Corpus, BNC Con- 91 
sortium, 2007). However, when we observe verb-specific patterns, we find that some 92 
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verbs favour the PD structure. For instance, the verb pass occurs more often in a PD 93 
structure than in a DOD structure, but the verb give prefers the DOD structure (BNC 94 
Consortium, 2007). As a result, a sentence including the verb pass is more surprising in a 95 
DOD structure (e.g., The nurse passed the patient an apple) than in a PD structure (e.g., 96 
The nurse passed an apple to the patient). Conversely, a sentence including the verb give 97 
is more surprising in a PD structure (e.g., The postman gave the package to the recipi- 98 
ent) than in a DOD structure (e.g., The postman gave the recipient the package).   99 

The PS effect is particularly suited for assessing the Dual-Path model (Chang et al., 2006; 100 
Dell & Chang, 2014), an EBL account that has been applied to syntactic acquisition. This 101 
model operates via next-word prediction and predicts stronger priming effects after sur- 102 
prising as opposed to predictable sentences. The Dual-Path model suggests that after 103 
hearing a verb, listeners predict the following words according to the syntactic structure 104 
that most often follows the given verb. For instance, in a dative priming study, if partici- 105 
pants hear the DOD-biased verb give, they are most likely to predict that the sentence 106 
will be a recipient and the sentence will feature a DOD structure. if the sentence unfolds 107 
in such a way that it is not compatible with a DOD structure, for example because the 108 
second post-verbal noun is preceded by the preposition to indicating a PD structure, the 109 
learning mechanism produces an error signal. This error signal both increases the proba- 110 
bility of immediate structure repetition (PS) and results in enhanced learning effects. 111 
However, if they hear a recipient indicating a DOD structure after a DOD-biased verb, 112 
participants are more likely to successfully predict the upcoming structure, and thus no 113 
error signal will be produced. In this case, the probability of immediate structure repeti- 114 
tion is not increased and no enhancement in learning occurs. 115 

Some priming studies have indeed found enhanced priming effects after surprising 116 
primes when structures appeared with mismatching as opposed to matching verbs. Such 117 
PS effects have been found in both production (e.g. Jaeger & Snider, 2013, Peter et al., 118 
2015) and comprehension (e.g., Fernandes, 2015; Fine & Jaeger, 2013), as well as in lan- 119 
guages other than English (Dutch: Bernolet & Hartsuiker, 2010). Importantly, from the 120 
perspective of language acquisition research, the priming effect’s sensitivity to surprisal 121 
has also been demonstrated in studies with child participants ([Omitted for peer-re- 122 
view]). In addition, more recent studies (e.g., [Omitted for peer-review]) have confirmed 123 
that surprisal contributes to cumulative, delayed (as well as immediate) structure repeti- 124 
tion, providing experimental evidence for surprisal’s connection to learning. 125 

However, despite the promise of PS as experimental support for EBL theories and the 126 
accumulating evidence it provides, there are reasons to be cautious in our interpretation 127 
of existing results. PS is still a relatively new method, with the first study using the para- 128 
digm published 15 years ago (Jaeger & Snider, 2008). To date, most PS studies look at a 129 
very limited set of languages, chiefly English. Importantly – given PS’s proposed rele- 130 
vance to language acquisition research – studies targeting children are also limited in 131 
number. In addition, there are several ways in which surprisal can be defined and meas- 132 
ured (such as binary versus continuous measures of surprisal, e.g., Jaeger & Snider, 2013 133 
versus Peter et al., 2015), making results difficult to compare. This in turn poses a chal- 134 
lenge for any effort to generalise existing results as support for EBL theories.  135 

It is also important to consider the relevance of PS as a tool for assessing error-based lan- 136 
guage development in future studies. According to the Dual-path model, immediate PS 137 
effects are the result of the same error-based learning mechanism that is behind long- 138 
term language acquisition. This makes PS studies an excellent instrument for assessing 139 
error-based learning experimentally. They have the potential to target a long-term learn- 140 
ing mechanism in one relatively short experiment as opposed to more resource-intensive 141 
longitudinal studies. Consequently, more and more studies are using PS to assess 142 
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whether specific groups of people, for instance children of various ages (e.g. Peter et al., 143 
2015) or L2 learners (e.g., Kaan & Chun, 2018) can make linguistic predictions.  144 

However, if PS is to be used as a tool for widely assessing predictive abilities in diverse 145 
participant groups, including learners of English as well as other languages, it is crucial 146 
to establish under what circumstances this effect reliably occurs. This is especially key 147 
for participant groups that consistently showed predictive abilities in other experimental 148 
settings, such as adult monolingual speakers (see Ryskin and Nieuwland (2023) for a 149 
review). Otherwise, the lack of PS is difficult to interpret in studies featuring new partic- 150 
ipant groups. For instance, if a PS study is conducted with second-language learning 151 
adolescents and no PS effect is found, it would be difficult to establish whether this 152 
group is not using linguistic prediction or another factor (for example, low statistical 153 
power or a problematic measure of surprisal) has led to this result. In other words, PS 154 
can only be a useful instrument for targeting linguistic predictions if the circumstances 155 
in which we would expect it to appear reliably are firmly established. 156 

To achieve more clarity regarding these issues, we conducted a systematic review of 157 
verb-based PS studies to date. We will discuss the cases in which PS was and was not 158 
found, and the role of diverging experimental choices in shaping these results. We will 159 
then discuss the limitations of the PS paradigm as a tool for assessing error-based learn- 160 
ing, including the extent to which existing results can be taken as evidence for or against 161 
error-based theories. Based on our assessment of the current literature, we argue that PS 162 
only reliably appears under a specific set of conditions, and that specifying these condi- 163 
tions is essential for further developing this paradigm. We will also set out future re- 164 
search directions focusing on how PS can be best utilized to assess predictive language 165 
processing. 166 

2. Materials and Methods 167 

2.1. Defining prime surprisal 168 

As studies vary greatly in how they define and measure PS (see section 3.2), we will 169 
begin our review by discussing the PS definition we used in our search criteria. We 170 
aimed to keep our sample relatively homogeneous. Thus, we used a narrow definition of 171 
PS. However, in order to include the maximum number of relevant studies, we have 172 
incorporated dissertations and conference proceedings as well as published, peer-re- 173 
viewed articles. As our approach aimed to encompass the maximum number of studies 174 
that targeted error-based learning by using the PS paradigm, we decided to concentrate 175 
on studies measuring the surprisal values conditional on the verb, as this was the most 176 
common approach in our sample. As this choice might mirror a bias in the literature it- 177 
self, further studies should consider measuring other surprisal-based effects that support 178 
EBL theories, such as the inverse frequency effect in priming mentioned above, or sur- 179 
prisal induced by non-verb based frequencies, discussed below. 180 

For our search, we have defined PS studies as studies that contain experimental or cor- 181 
pus data from human participants and compare the size of syntactic priming following 182 
more versus less predictable prime sentences. We included studies where the level of 183 
surprisal was determined based on verb-structure cooccurrence frequencies, the prime 184 
sentences were grammatical (did not feature non-alternating verbs in the dispreferred 185 
structure) and both the prime and target sentence were from the same human language.  186 

While adapting a narrow PS definition was necessary to allow for comparison between 187 
studies, it unfortunately means that some potentially relevant work is beyond the scope 188 
of this review. For instance, Bovolenta and Mardsen (2021, 2023) found prime-surprisal- 189 
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based learning effects in artificial language learning studies, which demonstrated how 190 
surprisal can affect even newly-learned structures (see also Janciauskas, 2017). Buckle 191 
and colleagues (Buckle, Lieven & Theakston, 2017) showed that PS effects can be driven 192 
not only by verb-structure frequencies, but also by non-prototypical animacy mappings 193 
(see also related results in Chapter 5 of Peter, 2015). Finally, some studies (Ivanova et al, 194 
2012; Chapter 6 in Peter, 2015) have examined whether structural priming and PS also 195 
appears with non-grammatical sentences (including non-alternating verbs followed by 196 
the dispreferred structure). While these latter studies have produced mixed results, such 197 
an approach is a promising direction for extending the scope of measurable PS effects.  198 

 199 

2.2. Literature search 200 

In line with the PRISMA statement (Moher, Liberati, Tetzlaff, & Altman, 2009), we per- 201 
formed a systematic search of the Google Scholar, ProQuest, Scopus and Web of Science 202 
databases to identify all potentially relevant studies. We used the following search 203 
strings: “prime surprisal” OR “surprisal-sensitive persistence” OR “prime verb sur- 204 
prisal”. Searching for records on Google Scholar including the expression “prime sur- 205 
prisal” was by far the most exhaustive method, identifying 38 out of the 44 records we 206 
considered for our review. The last literature retrieval effort was conducted in Septem- 207 
ber 2023.  208 

 209 

2.3. Inclusion criteria 210 

As well as 3 entries excluded because the full text was unavailable for retrieval, we have 211 
used the following criteria to assess the eligibility of each study in the articles found dur- 212 
ing our literature search: 213 

1. The entry discussed an analysis of a specific dataset (4 review articles excluded). 214 

2. The entry discussed a dataset that is different from the previously included da- 215 
tasets (13 duplicate entries excluded). 216 

3. The study described meets our PS definition. (11 entries that did not meet our PS 217 
definition were excluded: 4 papers did not measure syntactic priming, two did not 218 
contrast the level of priming based on surprisal three did not measure the surprisal 219 
based on verb-structure frequency, one study featured artificial languages and the 220 
last excluded study featured primes and targets from different languages). 221 

These criteria were assessed by the first author as they applied to each entry. After the 222 
exclusion of 31 papers we included 13 papers in the final review. We extracted 24 entries 223 
from the included papers. Some papers featured multiple studies (e.g., Jaeger & Snider, 224 
2013) and some studies featured multiple participant groups of different ages (e.g., 225 
[Omitted for peer-review]; Peter et al., 2015) or of different language backgrounds (e.g., 226 
Kaan & Chun, 2018). In these cases we created a separate entry for each study and each 227 
participant group (e.g., native speakers and L2 learners or 3- to 4-year-old children and 228 
adults) to allow for the comparison of the PS effect in these different groups.  229 
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 230 

Figure 1: PRISMA flow diagram specifying the study selection process adapted from Page et al 231 
(2021). 232 

2.4. Points of comparison 233 

To assess what factors might influence the PS effect in our dataset, we will discuss infor- 234 
mation we extracted from each study for the moderators listed below.  235 

1. Study language 236 

2. Featured construction 237 

3. Study type 238 

4. Participant age group 239 

5. Participant language 240 

6. Number of participants 241 

7. Number of items 242 

8. Overall number of observations 243 

9. Operationalisation of PS 244 

10. Source of surprisal statistics 245 
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11. Statistical test used 246 

12. Did the study find PS? 247 

Data related to all papers found by the literature search (including their exclusion crite- 248 
ria if excluded) can be found on the project’s OSF site: https://osf.io/cpd43/ . We also 249 
coded the studies for year of publication, source of study (journal or conference title or 250 
dissertation), whether the study was published in a peer reviewed outlet, modality of 251 
prime, target task, lag between prime and target, lexical overlap between prime and tar- 252 
get and whether the study detected structural priming. This information can also be 253 
found on the project’s OSF site, but we do not discuss these factors in detail here. 254 

Based on what we found across these categories, we will discuss four main topics. First, 255 
we will consider how often PS was reported in our dataset. Second, we cover the analy- 256 
sis strategies employed across the studies included. Third, we discuss how diverse the 257 
approaches were in terms of factors such as the variety of languages, participants, and 258 
the targeted syntactic structures. Lastly, we consider the issue of statistical power and 259 
the reliability of the reported results.  260 

 261 
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Author(s) Year Outlet Study lan-
guage 

Construc8on type Study type PPT Age Group PPT Language Result Structural 
priming 

Jaeger & Snider 2008 Proceedings of the 30th an-
nual conference of the Cogni-
8ve Science Society 

English Ac8ve-passive alterna8on  Reanalyses of corpus of con-
versa8onal speech  

Adults Na8ve English PS, inconclusive NA 

Bernolet & 
Hartsuiker 

2010 Cogni8on Dutch Da8ve alterna8on Produc8on priming  Adults Na8ve Dutch PS, inconclusive Y 

Fine & Jaeger 2013 Cogni8ve Science English Da8ve alterna8on Comprehension experiment 
reanalysis  

Adults Na8ve English PS, significant  N 

Jaeger & Snider 2013 Cogni8on English Da8ve alterna8on Reanalysis of corpus of con-
versa8onal speech 

Adults Na8ve English PS, significant N 

Jaeger & Snider 2013 Cogni8on English Da8ve alterna8on Reanalysis of produc8on 
priming  

Adults Na8ve English PS, significant Y 

Jaeger & Snider 2013 Cogni8on English Da8ve alterna8on Produc8on priming  Adults Na8ve English PS, significant Y 

Fernandes 2015 Disserta8on Portuguese Loca8ves Self-paced reading task  Adults Na8ve European Portu-
guese  

PS, significant N 

Peter et al 2015 Journal of Memory and Lan-
guage 

English Da8ve alterna8on Produc8on priming  Children (3-4) 3-4 year old children PS, significant Y 

Peter et al 2015 Journal of Memory and Lan-
guage 

English Da8ve alterna8on Produc8on priming  Children (5-6) 5-6 year old children PS, significant Y 

Peter et al 2015 Journal of Memory and Lan-
guage 

English Da8ve alterna8on Produc8on priming  Adults Adults PS, inconclusive Y 

Peter  2015 PhD disserta8on English Da8ve alterna8on Produc8on priming with 
memory task 

Adults Monolingual English No evidence for PS Y 

Perdomo 2017 PhD disserta8on English Direc8onal phrasal verb construc8ons, con-
8nuous vs discon8nuous construc8on 

Produc8on priming  Adults Na8ve English  PS, significant N 

Perdomo 2017 PhD disserta8on English Direc8onal phrasal verb construc8ons, con-
8nuous vs discon8nuous construc8on 

Produc8on priming  Adults Na8ve Mandarin, Eng-
lish learners 

No evidence for PS N 

Perdomo 2017 PhD disserta8on English Direc8onal phrasal verb construc8ons, con-
8nuous vs discon8nuous construc8on 

Produc8on priming  Adults Na8ve Spanish, English 
learners 

PS, inconclusive N 

Kaan & Chun 2018 Bilingualism: Language and 
Cogni8on 

English Da8ve alterna8on Produc8on priming  Adults American 
English  

No evidence for PS N 

Kaan & Chun 2018 Bilingualism: Language and 
Cogni8on 

English Da8ve alterna8on Produc8on priming  Adults Korean L2, English learn-
ers 

No evidence for PS N 

Fazekas 2020 PhD disserta8on English Da8ve alterna8on Produc8on priming  Adults Na8ve Bri8sh English PS, inconclusive N 

Fazekas 2020 PhD disserta8on English Ac8ve-passive alterna8on  Produc8on priming  Adults Na8ve Bri8sh English No evidence for PS Y 

Fazekas 2020 PhD disserta8on English Da8ve alterna8on Produc8on priming  Children (5-6) Na8ve Bri8sh English PS, inconclusive Y 
Fazekas 2020 PhD disserta8on English Da8ve alterna8on Produc8on priming  Adults Na8ve American English PS, significant Y 

Fazekas et al 2020 Royal Society Open Science English Da8ve alterna8on Produc8on priming  Adults Na8ve Bri8sh English PS, significant N 
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Fazekas et al 2020 Royal Society Open Science English Da8ve alterna8on Produc8on priming  Children (5-6) Na8ve Bri8sh English No evidence for PS Y 

Arai & Van Gom-
pel 

2022 Quarterly Journal of Experi-
mental Psychology 

English Da8ve alterna8on Produc8on priming  Adults Na8ve Bri8sh English No evidence for PS Y 

Darmase8yawan 
et al 

2022  Collabra: Psychology  English Ac8ve-passive alterna8on  Online produc8on priming  Adults Na8ve English  No evidence for PS Y 

Table 1: Summary table of the studies included 262 
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 264 

3. Results 265 

3.1. Prevalence of PS effects 266 

In order to see how consistently the PS effect is observed, we will first discuss how often 267 
it was detected in our sample. Most studies in our dataset measure PS by assessing the 268 
interaction of prime structure and verb bias in a dataset including both alternating struc- 269 
tures (e.g. both DODs and PDs). As such, we coded the PS effect as significant if a study 270 
reported a significant prime structure - verb bias (or verb bias match) interaction show- 271 
ing enhanced priming after more surprising primes. Based on this criterion, we have 272 
categorized the studies using two different schemes. Firstly, we simply split the studies 273 
that found a significant PS effect from those that did not. Secondly, we have further split 274 
the studies that did not detect significant PS into two categories by adding an additional 275 
“Inconclusive” category. This category includes studies that only analysed the data fol- 276 
lowing the different prime structures separately and found PS after one structure but not 277 
the other. For instance, Jaeger and Snider (2008) measured the magnitude of priming 278 
after passive and active sentences separately in the Treebank corpus and found that sur- 279 
prising passives led to enhanced priming effects, but surprising actives did not. The “In- 280 
conclusive” group also includes studies which found an effect in the expected direction 281 
(larger priming after surprising structures) but this effect did not reach significance (see 282 
e.g., Peter et al., 2015). The goal of this further split was to allow for the possibility that 283 
the PS effect did not reach significance in some studies due to either low statistical 284 
power or the specific statistical analyses chosen (e.g. no assessment of the prime struc- 285 
ture and verb-bias interaction). 286 

When examining the studies based on the first categorisation, we found that the majority 287 
of studies do not report significant PS. In our sample, only 10 out of 24 (41.67%) of stud- 288 
ies found significant PS effects. Introducing the third, inconclusive category paints a 289 
somewhat more complex picture. Here we find that, in addition to the 10 studies that 290 
found significant PS, a further 6 studies reported inconclusive results. Three studies re- 291 
ported PS in a subset of the data, and three studies showed a non-significant effect in the 292 
same direction as would be caused by the expected PS effect. Thus, it is possible that 293 
participants in these additional six studies were sensitive to the prime’s surprisal, but 294 
due to insufficient statistical power or the statistical analyses chosen the PS effect was 295 
not detected. This possibility requires further investigation. Crucially, however, eight 296 
out of 24 (33.34%) of the studies in our sample did not report any results that are in line 297 
with a PS effect. 298 

Regardless of the categorisation we use, these results clearly show that PS does not al- 299 
ways appear when the magnitude of syntactic priming is contrasted after more versus 300 
less surprising sentences. In the following sections, we will discuss the different experi- 301 
mental circumstances under which PS does and does not appear. First, we will discuss 302 
how these results are shaped by the analysis strategies employed. 303 

 304 

3.2. Analysis strategies 305 

The analysis strategies chosen naturally affect the results described across each study. 306 
Despite the relative novelty of the PS method, there is a general consensus in the tests 307 
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used to assess PS. All production priming studies in our data have used variations of 308 
logistic mixed effect models (Baayen, Davidson & Bates, 2008; Jaeger, 2008) to analyse 309 
their binary outcome measures. The slight variation in this strategy is seen in the two 310 
earliest studies (Jaeger & Snider, 2008 and Bernolet & Hartsuiker, 2010), which analysed 311 
their data separately after the two alternative prime structures. All later studies included 312 
both prime structures in their models and assessed the interaction of a prime structure 313 
and a surprisal predictor.  314 

However, despite the broad agreement on the most appropriate statistical tests to use to 315 
analyze PS studies, consensus is absent regarding how in how a key metric – the surpris- 316 
ingness of the prime – is quantified. There is significant variation in how surprisingness 317 
is defined, measured and even entered in the models. We have added this information 318 
to each study on the excel sheet on OSF, but due to this large variation it was not possi- 319 
ble to make concrete comparisons based on this.  320 

The first source of variation we discuss is how the verb’s subcategorization bias is de- 321 
fined. Studies can compute an alternation verb bias, only taking into account the two 322 
meaning-equivalent structural alternatives (e.g. give appears in DOD/give appears in all 323 
datives). However, it is also possible to compute an overall verb bias, in which case all 324 
possible subcategorization frames of the verb are considered (e.g. give appears in dative 325 
/ give appears in any structure; see Jaeger and Snider 2008 for more discussion). When 326 
choosing between these two alternatives, it is crucial to consider the relevant study de- 327 
sign. For instance, if participants see a picture or video before the prime sentence, this 328 
might reliably constrain their structure prediction to one of the meaning-equivalent 329 
structural alternatives (e.g. DOD or PD). In this case, the more typically used alternation 330 
verb bias might be the most fitting measure. However, if the potential structure predic- 331 
tions are not constrained, the overall verb bias (allowing for all possible structure com- 332 
petitions) might be a better choice. 333 

Another source of variability across PS studies is the source of the surprisal measures 334 
and the period over which surprisingness is determined. The period can either include 335 
previous experience in the study (e.g., Fernandes 2015), or a metric that aims to approxi- 336 
mate participants overall previous language experience (e.g., Peter et al., 2015). Measur- 337 
ing previous experience within a study is relatively straightforward, as authors readily 338 
have access to all the relevant data. It is significantly more challenging to find a measure 339 
that approximates participants’ overall linguistic experience; thus, there is much more 340 
variation in how this is done. The two key ways in which this measurement is typically 341 
obtained is either via a norming study or corpus-based estimates. Norming studies can 342 
vary further depending on the task they use. For instance they can use picture descrip- 343 
tion, forced choice, sentence completion or sentence judgement tasks. These are, of 344 
course, all viable avenues in themselves, but the overall approach is hardly standard- 345 
ised.  346 

While the source of corpus-based estimates is relatively clear, how these estimates trans- 347 
late to appropriate surprisal metrics is less straightforward.  Corpus-based estimates 348 
tend to operationalise surprisingness in terms of a verb’s bias towards one construction 349 
versus a nearly-synonymous rival. For example, give is usually treated as a DO-biased 350 
verb because corpus data shows that it appears approximately 80% of the time in a DO 351 
structure (e.g., Ambridge et al., 2018). Yet the vast majority of the time, the DO construct 352 
in question lacks an overt subject and uses a pronoun (e.g., Give me that!), with poten- 353 
tially limited relevance to understanding the surprisingness of the longer, more formu- 354 
laic sentences used as stimuli (e.g., The man gave the woman a present/The man gave a 355 
present to the woman).  This disparity between the corpus-based surprisal estimates 356 
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used in PS studies and the actual sentence stimuli they are applied to may have contrib- 357 
uted to the variability in the results.  358 

Finally, even when the level of surprisingness is determined, authors can still make dif- 359 
ferent measurement choices. For instance, studies can operationalise predictability as 360 
either a graded or an overall measure (see e.g., Arai and Van Gompel,2022 versus Peter 361 
et al.,2015). Overall predictability is a binary measure, where structures are either classi- 362 
fied as surprising (due to a mismatch between verb and structure) or as predictable 363 
(matching verb and structure). Graded predictability operates with a continuous sur- 364 
prisal measure, where each verb has an assigned score depending on how likely is it to 365 
appear with a given structure (based on the previously-chosen metric). It is worth noting 366 
that while it is not advised to dichotomise continuous variables (e.g. Royston, Altman & 367 
Sauerbrei, 2006), some studies might have found PS effects with this method by con- 368 
trasting extreme cases: very surprising versus very predictable sentences. In this case a 369 
dichotomous variable might still have captured a large part of the relevant variance. 370 

When considering extreme cases, it is also worth noting that with the statistical power 371 
most existing studies had, it is possible that only such cases (very surprising versus very 372 
predictable sentences) could be successfully contrasted. But for PS to reflect the kind of 373 
learning mechanism proposed by EBL theories – and for the paradigm to be of sustained 374 
utility in exploring these theories – it is not sufficient for it to remain detectable only in 375 
extreme, item-based edge cases. Future research will have to contrast PS after various 376 
levels of surprisal in appropriately powered studies. 377 

It is also worth considering that verb-based PS can in principle be measured in any 378 
structural priming study, even if the study was not originally set up to test this effect. 379 
This is possible because almost all sentences include verbs and a syntactic structure, for 380 
which verb-structure frequencies can be obtained (for instance from a corpus, norming 381 
study or based on previous experience in the experiment). Indeed, the majority of the 24 382 
studies in our sample were either the reanalysis of a previous, non-PS focused study (5 383 
studies) or an exploratory analysis in a study set up to test another research question (8). 384 
While using exploratory PS analyses to target data from existing studies in such a way is 385 
a promising avenue for learning more about the PS effect, the conclusions based on such 386 
results are necessarily less strong. When studies are not set up directly to test PS, the 387 
stimuli, experimental set-up and verb choice are likely to reflect other experimental 388 
questions and can make a possible PS effect less strong and thus harder to detect.  389 

 390 

3.3. Variety 391 

In this section, we will review the studies in our sample based on the different lan- 392 
guages, participant groups, grammatical structures, and modalities they examine.  393 

 394 

3.3.1.  Stimuli language 395 

Similarly to structural priming studies in general (see Mahowald et al., 2016), PS studies 396 
chiefly feature English sentences. In fact, only two studies in our sample featured materi- 397 
als from a language other than English. Both Bernolet and Hartsuiker’s (2010) produc- 398 
tion priming study looking at the dative alternation in Dutch and Fernandes’ (2015) 399 
comprehension priming study looking at Portuguese locatives found significant PS 400 
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effect with adult speakers. While it is noteworthy that these two studies suggest that PS 401 
effects can be detected in languages other than English, further studies are needed.  402 

While this is hardly an uncommon issue in language development research (Kidd & 403 
Garcia, 2022) further investigation is vital here. For one, if a PS effect does indeed reflect 404 
the existence of a key underlying learning mechanism per EBL accounts, then it should 405 
be detectable across all languages. Furthermore, the ambiguity of English-language re- 406 
sults suggests that a wider examination of individual languages is needed to better un- 407 
derstand and delineate when and how the effect can be detected. Given that English fea- 408 
tures only a limited number of grammatical forms that can be operationalised effectively 409 
in an experimental context, research in other languages will be necessary to map out the 410 
phenomenon more fully.  411 

 412 

3.3.2. Participant groups 413 

A key characteristic of EBL theories is that they propose a life-long learning mechanism, 414 
meaning that they can be meaningfully assessed with studies featuring adult partici- 415 
pants. However, to assess the learning mechanism when it is the most active, it is partic- 416 
ularly crucial to test these theories among cohorts at the early stages of language acquisi- 417 
tion, in which we would expect the learning process to be heightened. We therefore as- 418 
sessed how many PS studies feature groups learning their first or second language. 419 
While the majority of our sample (20 out of 24 studies) were conducted among adult 420 
native speakers, we also found four studies including child participants and two studies 421 
with L2 speakers.  422 

Both of these participant groups showed mixed results. The two studies measuring PS in 423 
second language learners included English directional phrasal verb constructions with 424 
either Mandarin or Spanish speakers learning English. Neither of these studies found 425 
significant PS effects. It is worth noting that the main goal of these studies was not to 426 
measure the PS effect, but rather the acquisition of phrasal verbs in L2 learners of Eng- 427 
lish. It is therefore possible that they were not ideally set up to measure the PS contrast. 428 

When it comes to the child studies, only two out of four studies found significant effects 429 
of PS. While two studies found no PS with 5- to 6-year-old children in a dative produc- 430 
tion study ([Omitted for peer-review]), Peter and colleagues (2015) found significant PS 431 
effects with both 3- to 4- and 5- to 6-year-old children. At first glance these results seem 432 
hard to reconcile, especially as all four studies examined PS with English datives using a 433 
similar paradigm. However, it is worth noting that while the main target of Peter and 434 
colleagues’ study was PS in different age groups, the main goal of the other studies was 435 
not to detect the PS effect. [Omitted for peer-review] study was an underpowered pilot 436 
study, while [Omitted for peer-review]’s study measured PS only as a partially between- 437 
subject variable. Thus, the studies where the main focus was detecting PS in different 438 
age groups (Peter et al, 2015) did find the predicted effects, while those with a different 439 
focus that only looked at PS in exploratory analyses [Omitted for peer-review]did not.   440 

Importantly, one of the main goals of Peter and colleagues’ paper was to compare the 441 
magnitude of the PS effect in different age groups: 3- to 4-year-olds, 5- to 6-year-olds and 442 
adults. This allowed them to assess another important prediction of EBL theories: that 443 
the PS effect is larger for younger participants, so long as they had already acquired 444 
knowledge of the verb-structure frequencies relevant to the PS effect. EBL theories pre- 445 
dict stronger PS (as well as priming) effects in younger age groups because – due to their 446 
limited exposure to the language itself – their linguistic representations are less stable 447 
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and more malleable. Thus these representations would be expected to shift more in re- 448 
sponse to the error signal resulting from incorrect predictions, leading to larger priming 449 
and learning effects. Peter and colleagues did indeed find that the PS effect was the larg- 450 
est in the youngest participant group included in the study, and gradually decreased in 451 
magnitude across the two older groups. 452 

While it is promising that participant groups other than adult native speakers are in- 453 
cluded in some PS studies, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions based on such a lim- 454 
ited number of studies, some of which only assessed PS in exploratory analyses. More 455 
studies focusing specifically on learners are necessary to get a comprehensive picture of 456 
how PS works as a measure of the proposed EBL mechanism. 457 

 458 

3.3.3.  Modality 459 

While most studies in our dataset examined the PS effect in production priming studies, 460 
we also found two studies that assessed PS in comprehension. Fine and Jaeger (2013) 461 
reanalysed eye-movement data from Thothathiri and Snedeker’s (2008) dative compre- 462 
hension priming experiment and found significant PS based on the first (but not the sec- 463 
ond) prime sentence. Fernandes (2015) also found significant PS in a moving-window 464 
self-paced reading task including Portuguese locatives. Similarly to the previous catego- 465 
ries, there are not enough studies that look at PS in comprehension to draw strong con- 466 
clusions or comparisons when it comes to the modality of the PS effect. However, it is 467 
promising that PS in comprehension has already been demonstrated in two studies fea- 468 
turing entirely different methodologies and languages. 469 

 470 

3.3.4. Variety in Structures 471 

Another key way in which we can attempt to compare PS studies is through the syntac- 472 
tic structure they feature in their stimuli. Structural priming studies in general tend to 473 
favour the dative and active-passive alternations (Mahowald et al., 2017) and this ten- 474 
dency is also found in PS studies. The majority of studies (17 out of 24) included the da- 475 
tive alternation, but we also found three studies including the English active-passive 476 
alternation (Darmasetiyawan et al., 2022; [Omitted for peer-review]; Jaeger & Snider, 477 
2008). The remaining four studies contained English directional phrasal verb construc- 478 
tions (Perdomo, 2017) or Portuguese locatives (Fernandes, 2015). Here, we will concen- 479 
trate on the dative and active-passive studies as our search did not uncover sufficient 480 
studies featuring other structures. 481 

The most salient observation in connection with dative and active-passive studies is that 482 
while the appearance of PS varies with datives, no active-passive study in the whole da- 483 
taset reported significant PS (but see Jaeger and Snider’s (2008) work, who found signifi- 484 
cant PS after passive, but not active primes). Based on this contrast, it is worth consider- 485 
ing whether the active-passive alternation might be a worse candidate for PS than the 486 
dative alternation. In a PS paper featuring both datives and passives, [Omitted for peer- 487 
review] argue that while the dative is the perfect candidate alternation to show PS, the 488 
active-passive is not. They suggest that a key difference between the two structures is 489 
the relative location of the verb (that sets up the surprisal effect in verb-based PS studies) 490 
and the structure decision point (where it becomes clear to the listener which alternative 491 
structure they are hearing, and therefore where surprisal may be expected to happen). In 492 
dative sentences, verbs always appear early, thus they can set up an expectation that is 493 
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then either confirmed or violated by the subsequent structure. For instance, in the sen- 494 
tence “Lisa gave a ball to Bart.” The DOD-biased verb give sets up an expectation of the 495 
DOD structure, which is then violated when participants hear a PD structure. The situa- 496 
tion is very different in passive sentences where the verb typically does not precede the 497 
structure decision point. For instance, in the sentence “Lisa was scared by Bart”, when 498 
participants hear was it indicates that they are hearing a passive sentence before the ac- 499 
tive-biased verb scared follows. It is possible that it is essential for verb-based PS studies 500 
to feature the verb first, with the structure revealed second.  501 

Another potential reason why a PS effect is not observed in active-passive studies is the 502 
relative surprisingness of the structural alternatives. As Darmasetiyawan and colleagues 503 
(2022) note, the passive structure is extremely surprising regardless of the identity of the 504 
verb. For instance, it only constitutes around 1% of all verb uses in the British National 505 
Corpus (based on the frequencies reported in Ambridge et al., 2016). This would mean 506 
that all verb+passive combinations are inherently extremely surprising, making it harder 507 
to detect the small differences in these already high surprisal levels. In contrast, the dis- 508 
tribution of DOD and PD datives is much more equal.  509 

Overall, in the current dataset the only structure that showed PS in more than one study 510 
is the dative alternation, while all active-passive studies failed to find significant PS. In 511 
addition to replicating the above effects in well-powered studies, it is therefore crucial to 512 
explore PS in further structures. A good candidate for this could be the locative struc- 513 
ture, in which the verb always precedes the structure decision point in English and both 514 
structural alternatives are relatively common. As noted above, PS using locatives has 515 
been successfully observed in Portuguese (Fernandes, 2015), lending further credence to 516 
the notion that English-language studies would represent a useful next step for research 517 
in this area.  518 

 519 

3.4. Statistical power 520 

Naturally, to obtain trustworthy results about any phenomenon it is crucial to assess 521 
whether the studies examining it had sufficient statistical power. Our initial intention 522 
was to conduct a meta-analysis on the data from the studies in our sample to determine 523 
the effect size for PS overall and across different groups, as well as to assess whether the 524 
existing studies had sufficient statistical power. Unfortunately, a meta-analysis has 525 
proven not to be possible based on the available data. Most papers included in our sam- 526 
ple did not report all the metrics (e.g., standard errors, standard deviations, or exact p- 527 
values) that are necessary to compute standardised effect sizes, and the scope of the cur- 528 
rent project did not allow for requesting raw data from the authors of the featured publi- 529 
cations as an alternative. 530 

To gain some speculative insight into the effect sizes PS studies yield and whether the 531 
current studies are sufficiently well-powered to detect such a contrast, we collected the 532 
average participant and item numbers and effect size estimates in log odds ratio changes  533 
from production priming studies that reported such a metric for the interaction between 534 
prime structure and level of surprisal. This comparison included 18 studies. The studies 535 
and the corresponding estimates are reported on the project’s OSF site. Based on these 536 
values we determined the average PS effect to be .6 in difference in log odds ratio. We 537 
also computed separate effect sizes for studies including datives: 0.84 and two active- 538 
passive structures: 0.11. The 11 adult dative studies showed an average .71 effect size, 539 
while the 4 child dative studies a larger effect of 1.14. We have also determined the 540 
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average participant number to be 89.11 (ranging from 24 to 392) and average item num- 541 
ber to be 24.71 (ranging from 16 to 80) in our studies. 542 

This then allows us to compare the participant and item numbers in the studies in our 543 
dataset to the sample size recommendations in Mahowald and colleagues’ syntactic 544 
priming meta-analyses (2016). According to Mahowald’s sample size recommendations, 545 
the participant and item numbers in our studies would only yield over 90% statistical 546 
power to detect an interaction if the interaction coefficient was 1 in difference in log 547 
odds ratio in a PS study. This average effect size is only approximated in child dative 548 
studies, where the sample sizes were significantly below average (in the four included 549 
child studies the average item number was 17 (overall average 24) while the average 550 
participants number was 58.25 (overall average 89)). Naturally, this is a crude attempt to 551 
assess statistical power, but the large gap between suggested sample sizes in Mahowald 552 
and colleagues’ work and those featured in our paper allows for the preliminary conclu- 553 
sion that the studies in this sample are typically underpowered.  554 

4. Discussion 555 

Despite being a relatively new method, the PS paradigm has already shown huge poten- 556 
tial for addressing key questions in psycholinguistic research, especially concerning pre- 557 
diction’s role in language acquisition. However, also due to its relatively recent emer- 558 
gence, there are still many open questions regarding how this method can be used and 559 
what the wider pattern of results signifies. In particular, there is a lot left to learn about 560 
the specific circumstances the PS effect appears in, and the best ways to analyse these 561 
results. In turn, these questions limit how far existing results can be interpreted as sup- 562 
port for various hypotheses and how this paradigm is suited to address additional ques- 563 
tions in the future. 564 

To gain a clear picture of how much we now know about the PS effect, we conducted a 565 
systematic review of PS studies and offered an overview of their scope and variety (in 566 
terms of languages, participant groups, the modality they examine, the structures they 567 
feature and the statistical methods they use). The key conclusion we can draw based on 568 
the studies in our review is that the PS effect is not yet well established. A majority of 569 
studies in our sample do not report significant PS effects and based on our preliminary 570 
calculations studies typically did not have sufficient statistical power to reliably detect 571 
the PS interaction. Furthermore, PS effects also do not appear consistently in subgroups 572 
of studies (e.g., studies with children or including datives), although there are certain 573 
categories of studies that report PS more often than others. This leads to the inevitable 574 
conclusion that more research is needed in order to definitively establish the existence 575 
and scope of the PS effect.  576 

We also examined diversity in our dataset in terms of stimuli language, age and lan- 577 
guage background of the participants and whether the study targeted production and/or 578 
comprehension. However, across most factors examined, we did not find much variation 579 
in our data: most papers include English sentences, adult native English participants 580 
and/or assess comprehension to production priming. There are some exceptions to this 581 
pattern: for instance, two studies looking at different languages (Dutch and Portuguese: 582 
Bernolet and Hartsuiker, 2008 and Fernandes, 2015), two studies looking at comprehen- 583 
sion to comprehension priming (Fernandes, 2015; Fine & Jaeger, 2013) and a small num- 584 
ber of studies targeting L2 learners (Kaan & Chun, 2018; Perdomo, 2017) and children 585 
([Omitted for peer-review]; Peter et al., 2015). However, in most categories there was not 586 
enough variety to make substantive within-group comparisons.  587 
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There were two categories for which we found more variation: age group and featured 588 
syntactic structures. When it comes to syntactic structures, PS seems to be almost impos- 589 
sible to detect with active-passive structures, but features somewhat more reliably in 590 
studies targeting datives. However, as many dative studies are exploratory and/or un- 591 
derpowered, more comprehensive dative studies are still needed to solidify findings 592 
regarding this effect.  593 

When considering adult versus child participants, PS is not detected consistently across 594 
either group, but the effect sizes are larger with children compared to adult studies. This 595 
difference is also supported by Peter and colleagues’ (2015) work comparing PS in three 596 
different age groups within one study and which found that PS effects decrease with 597 
age. Given the key expectation of error-based theories that children’s linguistic states are 598 
more malleable, and therefore more susceptible to change via surprisal, this result is 599 
suggestive but not in itself definitive, especially given the relatively low number of child 600 
studies available. 601 

Crucially, this dataset also suggests that the appearance of a PS effect cannot be directly 602 
equated with linguistic predictions in a given study. For instance, in our dataset there is 603 
no reliable PS effect found in studies with English active-passive sentences, even though 604 
studies using other experimental paradigms suggest that adult native English speakers 605 
make linguistic predictions in such sentences (see  e.g. Heilbron and colleagues,2022). 606 
This in turn indicates that we cannot be confident that PS always appears when partici- 607 
pants are making predictions (and creating error signals) in specific studies. This is 608 
something that needs to be considered when evaluating both existing evidence and the 609 
future of studies utilising PS-based paradigms, as discussed in further depth below.  610 

Next, we will summarize our recommendations for future research using the PS para- 611 
digm. It is worth emphasizing that these studies would also broadly benefit from prac- 612 
tices associated with open and replicable science, such as pre-registration, attempts to 613 
replicate previous results, and open data, materials and code (see e.g. Crüwell et al., 614 
2018; Nelson, Simmons & Simonsohn, 2018; Kathawalla, Silverstein & Syed, 2021). Fur- 615 
thermore, especially as many studies in our sample seem to be underpowered, utilizing 616 
practices that prevent inconclusive results due to insufficient statistical power is espe- 617 
cially important. In addition to carrying out accurate power calculations and using more 618 
accurate surprisal estimates for the sentences involved, we also recommend considering 619 
Bayesian analyses methods, potentially combined with pre-specified stopping rules (see 620 
Dienes, 2014 & 2016; Bürkner, 2017). A key advantage of these approaches is that (unlike 621 
frequentist methods) they can determine when a non-significant result provides support 622 
for the null-hypothesis as opposed to when it indicates data insensitivity. Furthermore, 623 
when using Bayesian approaches, pre-specified stopping rules can be set both for and 624 
against the null-hypothesis. These approaches can ensure sufficient statistical power 625 
with the minimal participant numbers needed, which is especially useful when working 626 
with harder-to recruit populations such as children. Next, we will turn to suggestions 627 
more specific to PS studies. 628 

First,  it is useful to differentiate between two kinds of studies featuring the PS para- 629 
digm. The first category of studies aims to better understand the PS effect itself, includ- 630 
ing questions such as under which circumstances we should expect PS to occur if the 631 
participants in the study are engaging in linguistic prediction. The second kind of study 632 
aims to use PS as a tool to examine a theoretically important question, such as whether a 633 
specific group of participants engage in predictive learning (as detected by PS). A study 634 
can be informative for both categories, but the intention when designing the study needs 635 
to be clear, not just to the eventual audience for the research, but also in terms of shaping 636 
how exactly the study seeks to utilise the paradigm. It is worth noting that these two 637 
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research strands have significant synergy – demonstrating the connection between PS 638 
and error-based learning enhances the significance of studies targeting PS in new con- 639 
texts. Conversely, demonstrating that PS does operate across languages and structures 640 
strengthens the claim that it reflects a broader predictive learning mechanism in line 641 
with EBL theories.  642 

One obvious future direction for studies targeting the scope of PS is to expand the syn- 643 
tactic structures and languages the effect can be detected in. In terms of languages, if the 644 
PS effect is really as universal as claimed, it has to show in a wide variety of languages 645 
and structures. As far as we are aware, PS has only been targeted in 3 languages (Eng- 646 
lish, Dutch and Portuguese) so far. Thus, the possibilities in terms of languages are limit- 647 
less. In terms of syntactic structures, there remains scope even within English-language 648 
studies to target structures, such as locatives, that are more rarely tested but might be 649 
expected to work experimentally. 650 

Furthermore, in order to confirm existing results – namely that PS can appear with da- 651 
tive structures in English speakers – it is also important to overcome several persistent 652 
methodological problems, such as low sample sizes and potentially inaccurate surprisal 653 
measurements. This could be done via large scale studies that determine sample sizes 654 
based on accurate power calculations and use more accurate surprisal estimates for the 655 
sentences involved, considering the relevant study design and the specific sentences fea- 656 
tured in the study (see section 3.2.). One such effort by [Omitted for peer-review], 657 
Blything and Ambridge is already underway, and uses frequencies generated via Large 658 
Language Models on the exact sentences featured in the study to compute more precise 659 
surprisal estimates. 660 

Another inherent limitation of the current PS literature stems from the lack of on-line 661 
measurements. While the PS paradigm can directly address potential changes in lan- 662 
guage production depending on the predictability of the input, behavioural observation 663 
methods do not give us any detailed insight into what the processing differences are be- 664 
tween surprising and predictable sentences that lead to increased repetition or learning. 665 
Future work combining the PS method with on-line measures such as EEG or eye-track- 666 
ing could help us map the location and nature of the processing differences guiding 667 
these results. Neurological measures would be particularly desirable here, as they pro- 668 
vide precise temporal (and some spatial) information on sentence processing (see [Omit- 669 
ted for peer-review]). 670 

In addition, as PS effects can be computed based on any structural priming study, there 671 
is useful scope for a meta-analysis drawing on a large pool of existing data. In principle, 672 
such an analysis could be done on a collection of any raw structural priming data that 673 
includes the sentences used in the study. Even if not yet included in the materials, sur- 674 
prisal estimates can be computed, such as by using norming or language model data to 675 
then assess the magnitude of the priming depending on the level of surprisal of the 676 
prime sentence. This kind of reanalysis approach has already been used in individual PS 677 
studies (e.g. Jaeger & Snider, 2008; Fine & Jaeger, 2013) and could be extended to a larger 678 
scale meta-analysis as well.  679 

Another potential avenue for future research is using PS as a tool to measure whether 680 
error-based learning occurs in specific groups of people (e.g., children of various ages, 681 
see Peter et al.,2015) or in specific circumstances (e.g., in cumulative, delayed contexts 682 
such as [Omitted for peer-review]). These studies can be informative about whether such 683 
groups engage in EBL. In this case, we suggest a different approach to the one described 684 
above. As mentioned earlier, it is problematic if a variation of the PS paradigm (or in- 685 
deed any experimental method testing any specific effect) is used with new participant 686 
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groups or in situations when we cannot yet be relatively confident that the measure is 687 
actually capable of reliably detecting the effect of interest, at least in a typical population. 688 
Thus, we suggest that – in addition to using well-supported participant numbers and 689 
surprisal measurements – studies that plan on measuring EBL via verb-based PS in new 690 
populations use syntactic structures where the verb consistently precedes the structure 691 
and the level of surprisal is balanced between structures. For instance, the English dative 692 
(or a similar structure in other languages) is a good candidate for new PS studies as it is 693 
the structure that currently has the most consistently supportive evidence of PS and one 694 
that also fits the above criteria. 695 

Furthermore, when testing PS with new participant groups, it helps the interpretation of 696 
the results if a group of typical adults (who are generally easier to recruit) are also 697 
tested. If PS reliably appears in the typical but not the new group, the difference is likely 698 
to come from the differences between the participant groups rather than the underlying 699 
approach, allowing for stronger conclusions that the new group likely does not engage 700 
in predictive learning in this context. In contrast, if neither group show PS, it is more 701 
likely that the set-up did not allow for detecting PS in the first place. 702 

5. Conclusions 703 

The emerging evidence surrounding PS paints a mixed picture. On one hand, it remains 704 
a promising avenue for experimentally targeting the learning mechanism proposed by 705 
error-based learning theories. Some early results – such as detecting PS with English da- 706 
tives and higher effect sizes among children – are indeed in line with these theories’ ex- 707 
pectations. However, the difficulty in detecting the PS effect in a range of structures be- 708 
yond datives and the limited number of languages covered by existing work makes any 709 
claim that PS is intrinsically connected to predictive processes (let alone learning) prem- 710 
ature. We propose that alongside addressing methodological issues such as low sample 711 
sizes and inconsistent surprisal measures, future research should better distinguish be- 712 
tween studies seeking to expand our knowledge of the contexts in which PS occurs (par- 713 
ticularly regarding syntactic structures, learning level and languages) and studies seek- 714 
ing to use PS as a tool to examine predictive learning. The latter studies should focus 715 
chiefly on methods and structures in which a reliable PS effect has been established pre- 716 
viously to avoid the risk of ambiguous results in the absence of an effect. 717 
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